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Faster to your goal, more effective in operation!

Speed up your automation, from design to operation.

Concentrate on your core business. Gain time, reduce costs 
and increase the reliability of your production process.

It’s all possible with ready-to-install solutions from Festo.

It’s simple: ready-to-install solutions are fast, effi cient and economical.
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Fast, effi cient, economical!

1. Consultation and design
• Systematic support right 

from the start
• Expert know-how 
• Consideration of your 

application- specifi c 
requirements (e.g. installation 
and environmental conditions)

2. Quotations and orders
• Detailed quotation with 

engineering concept
• Easy order processing: 

just one part number for 
the entire solution

• One delivery date

3. Engineering
• No engineering effort required 

on your part
• Customised solution according 

to your application-specifi c 
requirements

• Solution based on the latest 
technological standards

• Technology-neutral solutions 
= best solutions

• Safety technology already 
integrated

4. Procurement and logistics
• Reduced costs thanks to 

single sourcing
• No procurement or logistics 

required for the individual 
components

Make the most of it at every stage ...

1. Consultation, 
design

Quotations, 
orders Engineering

Procurement, 
logistics2. 3. 4.

The sooner you speak to our experts, the more you can benefi t. You 
can expect to save up to 50% if you involve us from the start and let 
us send you fully assembled solutions. And you can rest assured 
that everything will fi t and is fully tested and documented.

From conception to commissioning, Festo will take care of it for you. This allows you to ... 
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5. Production and assembly
• Reduced production depth as 

there is no in-house production
• Installation of third-party 

components: procurement, 
integration, testing, 
documentation

• Easy-to-service and clearly 
laid-out solution

6. Testing and test runs
• The solution is fully tested for 

100% reliability, functionality 
and quality.

• With test certifi cate
• With expertise in standards 

and directives 

7. Documentation
• On request: complete 

documentation
 – Bill of materials
 – Circuit diagrams (ePLAN)
 – Operating instructions 
for components

 – Optional: assembly drawings
• Can be quickly integrated into 

overall documentation

8. Delivery and commissioning
• On request: delivery directly 

to the application site
• Minimal assembly and 

installation effort with Festo 
plug & work®:

 – Straightforward assembly 
principles

 – Defi ned interfaces
 – Teach-in or parameterisation 
functions

• On request: commissioning

Production, 
assembly

Testing, 
test runs Documentation

Delivery, 
commissioning5. 6. 7. 8.

By relying on ready-to-install solutions from Festo 
you stand to gain.
• Time to concentrate on core competencies
• Freed-up resources
• Process reliability
• Advantage over the competition
• Last but not least, money

... and save along the entire value creation chain!

... signifi cantly shorten the individual process steps and save up to 50% of the total costs.
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Standardised pneumatics in biotech and pharmaceutical production: 
the Pfi effewiesen plant of B. Braun Melsungen AG is home to the 
most modern infusion solution production in Europe, the “Leading 
Infusion Factory Europe”. Ready-to-install control cabinets from 
Festo with polished valve terminal technology are an important 
component of the successful concept.

Process reliability signifi cantly 
increased
For good reason: for the fi rst 
time, B. Braun can document 
the entire production process 
fully automatically, completely 
and without paper – a basic 
requirement for meeting legal 
standards such as those of the 
FDA in the USA.

Standardised automation as a 
central idea
The same automation solutions 
should be used for as many 
machines and systems as 
possible, from batch systems 
to fi lling equipment, sterilizers 
and inspection machines. In 

terms of factory and process 
automation, the aim was to 
extend standardisation in the 
new LIFE nutrition plant across 
the primary and secondary zones 
of pharmaceutical production for 
the fi rst time – in other words, 
across the entire value creation 
chain.

Lowered costs, reduced 
complexity
Cristina Molina, Project Manager 
at B. Braun, also values the 
additional advantages of this 
solution: “Our systems are 
less complex. We need fewer 
spare parts, our maintenance 
personnel need less training, 

Same construction, different on the inside: 
standardised automation is the central idea 
in the production of the infusion solutions 
in the LIFE Nutrition plant. The control 
cabinets, which all share the same modular 
construction, make maintenance and 
diagnostics easier.

Ready-to-install control cabinets as a recipe for success
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“Especially given the tight 
deadlines in plant construction, 
ready-to-install solutions are 
ideal.” 

Cristina Molina, Project Manager 
at B. Braun

In the Leading Infusion Factory Europe, 
B. Braun practises consistent single 
 sourcing and standardisation.

and thanks to single sourcing, 
we have only one contact for 
pneumatics.”

A joint team carries out the 
preliminary planning and 
coordinates all the companies 
involved. In the end, B. Braun 
created a product approval 
list; Festo planned, built and 
delivered 45 ready-to-install 
valve terminal cabinets according 
to the project standard directly 
to the plant – completely 
assembled and functionally 
tested.

Fit and forget is the goal
Complete solutions ease the 
burden on technical personnel, 
keep design costs low, simplify 
the procurement process and 
even reduce process costs. They 
also help to lower the costs of 
maintenance and repair – which 
are often considerably higher 

than the actual investment when 
totalled over the product life 
cycle – for example, by reducing 
the stock of spare parts. “With 
control cabinets, much more 
than sales is required”, states 
Cristina Molina, based on this 
experience. “We received 
comprehensive advice, from 3D 
models to function tuning.”

Advantage of uniform product technology
Valve terminals CPX-MPA in a control cabinet form the core of the 
automation solution at sensor/actuator level. They control up to 
4000 diaphragm valves and other process valves.

Also installed and listed in the product approval list: compressed 
air preparation by the MS series, fl ow sensor MS6-SFE, standard 
cylinders, one-way fl ow control valves, fi ttings, tubing and 
proximity sensors.
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commissioned by the employees 
at Klingelnberg. Work that once 
took several days is now done in 
just a few hours. Ready-to-install 
solutions from Festo have now 
been installed in more than 30 
machines. All in all, they provide 
a decisive advantage with a short 
production time of just seven 
weeks per machine in some 
cases.

Technology leader
Klingelnberg AG from Zurich, with 
the Hückeswagen and Ettlingen 
locations in Germany, is a world 
market leader and technology 
leader in machines for producing 
spiral-cut bevel gears, measuring 

Saving valuable time with ready-to-install solutions

In the production of modern machines for manufacturing gears 
in commercial vehicle and passenger vehicle transmissions at 
Klingelnberg AG, ready-to-install pneumatics from Festo provide 
greater safety and shorter assembly times.

Saving time in machine building
Time plays a huge role in the 
production of these machines – 
but so does maximum precision 
of the processing machine. 
That is why tried and tested 
production processes are 
essential. For these two reasons, 
the machine manufacturing 
company Klingelnberg relies on 
ready-to-install solutions from 
Festo in its latest bevel gear 
milling machines.

In addition to improving safety, 
the ready-to-install pneumatic 
solution offers signifi cant time 
savings. The pre-assembled 
unit is easily put together and 

Ready-to-install pneumatics from Festo 
contribute to the high precision of the bevel 
gear milling machines of Klingelnberg AG 
that are in demand across the globe.
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The inside of the ready-to-install control cabinets. The valve 
terminal VTSA offers greater safety for the employees, because 
the function for manual commissioning is deactivated.

“All that our employees have 
to do is put together and 
commission the pre-assembled 
unit.” 

Product Manager Design 
at Klingelnberg AG

Central element: standard valve terminal VTSA
Because of its integrated pneumatic function and the mix of four 
valve sizes, valve terminal VTSA is very small yet highly effi cient. 
Therefore, after fi ne tuning and the integration of safety measures, 
it is ideal for bevel gear milling machines C29 and C50.

devices for axially symmetrical 
objects of all types, and the 
production of high-precision gear 
components made to customer’s 
orders.
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Ready-to-install control cabinets set new standards for biotechnology

In the Merck Serono Biotech Center on Lake Geneva in Switzerland, 
the cancer drug “Erbitux” has been produced since 2012. 
Standardised ready-to-install control cabinets from Festo are part 
of the process – a combination with a promising future.

200 turnkey stainless steel control cabinets 
from Festo, with around 5000 valve functions 
for almost 80 preparation tanks and 
bioreactors.

coordination task. The 
standardisation of the control 
cabinets was very helpful. “For 
Festo, it was not a problem to 
advise the system suppliers 
from all parts of Europe on 
our behalf and to supply them 
with the right control cabinets 
for the systems”, says Kelly. 
“For us, this standardisation 
only has advantages”, explains 
Kelly further. “Our systems are 
easier to maintain. We need 
fewer spare parts, maintenance 
personnel needs less training, 
and we have only one contact 
for pneumatics.” This applies 
not only to the planning and 
installation phase of the project, 
but above all to the reliable 
operation.

Throughput can be multiplied
The production capacity can be 
multiplied using automation. 
“Operating bioreactors with a 
capacity of up to 15,000 litres 
would be inconceivable without 
reliable automation technology”, 
says Dr. Kelly, who is responsible 
for the construction of the buffer 
systems in the new plant in 
Switzerland. In addition, the 
environmental conditions in 
the bioreactor are continuously 
monitored and controlled.

Reduced complexity in planning 
and operation
Merck Serono commissioned a 
wide range of pharmaceutical 
system builders to build the 
plant – an enormous 
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“For us, the standardisation of 
the control cabinets only has 
advantages.”

Dr.-Ing. Sven Kelly, responsible for the 
construction of the bioreactors and buffer 
systems at Merck Serono

Completely monitored and 
documented
The validation of all processes 
is essential in order to meet 
legal requirements, such as 
those of the EMA in Europe, 
Swissmedic and the FDA in the 
USA. Thanks to automation, the 

entire production process can be 
monitored fully automatically, 
completely and without paper for 
the fi rst time.

Combination with a promising future: 
bioreactors and automation technology 
with valve terminals CPX-MPA from Festo 
in a ready-to-install control cabinet.

Complete control cabinet solution
Designed and built specifi cally for your application. Contains the 
latest products and technologies. The valve terminal CPX-MPA is 
the core of the automation at the sensor/actuator level.
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Control cabinets offer protection against external infl uences, such 
as moisture, dust, voltage, gases and extreme temperatures. They 
also offer safety for people and the environment, for example in case 
of high voltages. Lockable control cabinets also provide protection 
against manipulation.

Protection and structure: control cabinets for factory automation

They house all pneumatic, 
electrical and electronic 
components in a protective 
enclosure.

Designed and built specifi cally 
for your application, they 
contain the latest products and 
technologies. Of course, we also 
take into account your special 
requirements:

• Specifi c industry requirements, 
such as hygiene regulations for 
the food industry

• Special location conditions, 
such as weather and climate

Take advantage of our 
specialists’ many years of 
experience and know-how 
and describe your project 
requirements to us. We will 
take care of the rest.

Control cabinets for special 
requirements.
Design conforms to:
• EN 60204-1
• ATEX zone 1 and 21
• ATEX zone 2 and 22
• UL-508A
• EN ISO 13849

Documentation for your safety
Complete documentation that 
can be quickly integrated into 
your plant documentation:
• Bill of materials
• Circuit diagrams (ePLAN)
• Optional: assembly drawings
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To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:

 

More benefi

 

ts for you: our know- how down to the last detail.
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Customised control cabinets for process automation protect all 
pneumatic, electrical and electronic components. The control 
cabinets from Festo are often used as “command centres” 
comprising a control system, valve terminals and compressed air 
preparation. This makes them the core of complete automation 
solutions. 

Protection and structure: control cabinets for process automation

Added value is usually built-in 
at the same price. The expertise 
of our specialists often leads to 
solutions that exceed the actual 
requirements, such as more 
functions, higher performance 
as a reserve for the future or a 
leaner solution with the same 
performance. All to your benefi t.

Take advantage of our experts’ 
many years of experience 
and describe your project 
requirements to us. We will take 
care of the rest.

Designed and built specifi cally 
for your application, they 
contain the latest products 
and technologies.

Of course, we also take 
into account your special 
requirements:
• Specifi c industry requirements, 

such as ATEX, SIL, UL, hygiene 
regulations for the food 
industry

• Special location conditions, 
such as weather and climate

• Greatest possible 
standardisation for reduced 
warehousing, lower costs and 
less training.

Control cabinets for nearly all 
environmental conditions
Design conforms to:
• EN 60204-1
• ATEX zone 1 and 21
• ATEX zone 2 and 22
• UL-508A
• EN ISO 13849

• Compliance with special 
cleanliness and hygiene 
requirements

• Special materials, 
e.g. stainless steel

• Protected against liquids 
and foreign matter

• Heating or cooling elements
• For clean rooms: exhaust air 

channelled to the outside

• Intrinsically safe valve 
terminals

• Hot-swap function: 
replacement of individual 
valves during operation

• Safe thanks to locking system: 
to switch off, all employees 
responsible must remove 
their lock 

• Different operating voltages

If necessary: customised 
documentation



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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More benefi

 

ts for you: our know- how down to the last detail.
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Suitable, safe, functionally precise: mounting plates

Mounting plates from Festo are used for the function-specifi c 
pre-assembly of pneumatic and electrical components. They 
support the individual components and are integrated directly 
into the system concept.

A variety of solutions for 
different problems
• Customised mounting plate 

shape
• Mounting plate in different 

materials
• For a wide range of industrial 

applications

Easy integration
Defi ned interfaces for direct 
integration into the system
• Completely wired and fi tted 

with tubing
• With mounting components 

on or in the mounting plate
• With all interfaces to the 

pneumatic and electric 
components

Designed and built specifi cally 
for your application, they 
contain the latest products 
and technologies. 

Of course, the special 
requirements of your industry 
are also taken into account, such 
as hygiene regulations for the 
food industry.

In addition to Festo components, 
third-party components are also 
installed if necessary – including 
testing and documentation.

Take advantage of our 
specialists’ many years of 
experience and know-how 
and describe your project 
requirements to us. We will 
take care of the rest. 



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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Simply added value for you: our know-how down to the last detail.
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For streamlining processes: product modules

DThe product range from Festo comprises about 30,000 individual 
components, which can be pre-assembled to form a functional 
module according to your application-specifi c requirements. 
And we will manage it all for you.

Direct integration
Defi ned interfaces for direct 
integration into the system
• Completely wired and fi tted 

with tubing
• With mounting components 
• With all connections to 

the pneumatic and electric 
components

A module can comprise a wide 
range of pneumatic and electrical 
components. 

Typical combinations are: 
• Cylinder/valve combinations
• Components for compressed 

air preparation combined with 
valves

• Valve manifolds

Accessories such as fi ttings 
and connections can also be 
assembled on the unit. The 
module can thus be installed 

directly in your system or in 
the higher-level system as a 
ready-to-install subsystem. 
If necessary, our specialists 
can also integrate third-party 
components and install the 
module on a mounting plate.



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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More benefi

 

ts for you – so that everything fi

 

ts, down to the last detail.
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Robust, space-saving, economical: manifold duct plates

Manifold duct plates made of structural polyurethane foam are the 
optimal solution for applications with a large number of pneumatic 
connections in a tight installation space. Manifold duct plates route 
the compressed air to the individual components using defi ned 
ducts. 

The conventional individual tube 
fi tting is no longer necessary 
so that the components can 
be positioned in the tightest of 
spaces. This saves up to 50% on 
space compared to conventional 
designs. Nevertheless, the 
connections, screws, etc. remain 
easily accessible and ensure 
maximum ease of maintenance.

Aligned and glued in sandwich 
design, the entire block is 
extremely sturdy and absolutely 
leak-proof thanks to multi-layer 
technology. Perfect for strong 
protection and low susceptibility 
to malfunction.

The benefi ts to you:
• Compact
• No tubing
• Leak-proof and protected
• Sturdy
• Easy to service

Safety@Festo
Integrated safety functions 
in order to comply with the 
Machinery Directive



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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Make use of our know-how – down to the last detail. 
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Extremely compact and optimally protected: cartridge solutions

Cartridge solutions are ideal where highly compact design and 
protected components are required – with just a small number 
of pneumatic functions. They integrate one or more pneumatic 
functions into a compact, closed unit. The installation space is 
considerably reduced. There is no need for individual housing, 
as the “insides” of the parts are housed in the component itself.

All the functionality based on 
standard technology, such 
as fl ow control valves, is fully 
integrated into the housing  The 
housing has a customised design 
based on specifi c application 

requirements, which means 
that the cartridge solution 
can be attached or installed 
just about anywhere on the 
machine.

The benefi ts to you:
• Saves space
• No tubing required
• Variable integration options 

on and within the machine
• Sturdy design
• Smooth surfaces



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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Added value for you: our know- how down to the last detail.
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Compact, light, safe: special housing and sheet-metal constructions

As supports for pneumatic and electrical components, sheet-metal 
constructions optimally utilise the materials thanks to their well 
thought-out shape. Sheet-metal parts perform the function of 
mounting brackets, which saves components and weight. The entire 
system forms a compact unit.

Special housings protect 
electrical and pneumatic 
components against 
environmental infl uences and 
unauthorised access. They 
are developed for specifi c 
applications in a space-saving 
design.

When combined, sheet-metal 
constructions and special 

housings produce a small control 
cabinet, which can be fi tted 
directly in or on the application. 
The resulting short tubing and 
cable lengths signifi cantly 
shorten the switching times.

The benefi ts to you:
• Reduced weight
• Reduced components
• Shortened switching times
• Protected unit
• Attractive design



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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Integrated added value – specifically for you.
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Suitable and compact: function blocks

Function blocks with drilled ducts are of interest wherever only 
a small number of components are to be installed in a small 
installation space. They are a practical alternative to manifold duct 
plates, provided that the position of the connections is fl exible and 
not subject to any special requirements. 

They are extremely economical, 
even for small quantities. In the 
easy-to-service function block, 
the air supply is connected using 
intersecting ducts  individual 

sub-bases are no longer 
required. The components are 
mounted directly on the function 
block, which means that no 
tubing is required.

The benefi ts to you:
• Individual sub-bases are 

no longer necessary
• No need for tubing
• Compact
• Easy to service
• Extremely economical, even 

for small quantities



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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More benefi

 

ts for you – so that everything fi

 

ts, down to the last detail.
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For ideally adapted valve terminal concepts: Profi le solutions

Profi le solutions enable valve terminal concepts to be adapted to 
the machine design. The compressed air fl ows into integrated ducts. 
Exhaust air and supply air can thus be combined over long distances 
without any tubing. 

Several valves or valve terminals 
are jointly supplied via a 
single duct. The compressed 
air is then tapped at different 
locations according to specifi c 
requirements. Because of 
different cross sections 
and lengths, almost any 

application requirement can 
be implemented. The valves 
and valve terminals can be 
mounted on the profi le in 
a freely defi nable grid.

The benefi ts to you:
• Freely selectable valve grid
• Space-optimised
• High performance
• Optimal air distribution 

within the system
• Reduced cabling



To start 3D Animations,
please click on the menu items:
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Use our know-how – for added value down to the smallest detail.
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Complete range of 2D and 3D solutions: handling systems

The range of standard handling systems is nearly unlimited. But 
whether it’s a pick & place or handling module, a 2D or 3D gantry, 
standard handling systems from Festo are optimally equipped for 
the respective application.

At Festo, the combination 
of different technologies, 
electric and pneumatic or even 
servopneumatic, with various 
mechanical systems results 
in the best possible motion 
solution. This variety is rounded 
off with a suitable front unit with 
a gripper and rotary module or 
with a suction gripper.

Motion at high speed
Advanced handling systems 
stand for maximum acceleration, 
high effective load and optimal 
working space coverage. As a 
complete decentralised system 

package with kinematics, 
control solution, control cabinet, 
gripping solutions, and a system 
architecture with or without a 
camera connection, the handling 
systems provide reliability and 
high productivity with up to 150 
picks/minute. 

Handling systems for special 
requirements
• Safety@Festo with the 

integrated control package 
CMCA

• Complete package 
comprising kinematics 
and controller

• Max. stroke 8500 mm
• Max. load 50 kg

• Repetition accuracy to 0.02 mm
• High-speed pick & place 

modules with 90° or 180°
• Optional: with energy chains

Commissioning service:
• Checking of wiring, 

connections, travel paths 
and energy chains

• Confi guration and 
parameterisation of the axes

• Optimisation of the control 
parameters and homing

• Activation of the axes in test 
mode

• Data backup and 
documentation

• Practical instructions for 
machine operators
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You can fi nd more information 
about handling systems on 
the Internet at:
Mechatronic Motion Solutions 
www.festo.com

Standard handling systems from 
the multi-axis modular system

Pick & place
Cantilever axis combined with 
slide or additional cantilever axis 
for Z-movement. For applications 
where the gripper unit needs 
to be retracted from the area 
of activity.

Linear gantries
Gantry axis combined with 
slides or cantilever axes for 
Z-movement. Rugged, for long 
gantry strokes combined with 
heavy loads.

Cantilever gantries
Two parallel gantry axes plus 
pick & place with short Z-stroke, 
preferably a slide. Ideal wherever 
three-dimensional gantries 
would take up too much space 
or obstruct the working area.

Three-dimensional gantries
Two gantry axes plus an 
additional gantry axis arranged 
transversely, as well as any 
drive for Z-movement, preferably 
cantilever axes. For any 
movement in 3D space as well 
as for high loads and long 
strokes.

Advanced handling systems

H-gantry EXCH
The Cartesian high-speed 
handling system with robotic 
functionality has superb dynamic 
response with up to 60 picks/
min and makes optimal use of 
the installation space. Extremely 
compact and fl at, the large 
rectangular working space of the 
XY planar surface gantry makes 
handling highly fl exible with 
free planar movement. When 
supplemented with a Z-axis, 
it can also be extended to 3D 
applications.

T-gantry EXCT
The Cartesian high-speed 
handling system with robotic 
functionality has superb dynamic 
response with up to 80 picks/
min and makes optimal use of 
the installation space. Compact 
and slim YZ linear gantry with 
rectangular working space, 
an ideal pick & place handling 
system for fl exible handling.

Tripod EXPT
The high-speed handling system 
with robotic functionality for free 
movement in three dimensions, 
for precise movement and 
positioning as well as a high 
dynamic response of up to 150 
picks/min. Three rigid drives 
fi rmly connected to each other 
and their motors are mounted 
statically and do not move with 
the handling system.
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Safely controlling handling systems: control cabinets for control systems

Festo control cabinets for control systems provide protection for 
control components for single-axis and multi-axis systems.

Whether systems for simple 
control tasks or complex control 
of highly dynamic motion such 
as that of the tripod, they are 
designed and built specifi cally 
for your application and 
contain the latest products 
and technologies.

Of course, the special 
requirements of your industry 
such as hygiene regulations 
are also taken into account. 

Take advantage of our 
specialists’ many years of 
experience and know-how 
and describe your project 
requirements to us. We will 
take care of the rest. 

Control cabinets for special 
requirements
• Control system for 1...31 axes
• Design conforms to:

 – EN 60204-1
 – ATEX zone 1 and 21
(fully pneumatic)

 – ATEX zone 2 and 22
(electric and 
electro-pneumatic)

 – UL-508A
 – EN ISO 13849

Documentation for your safety
Complete documentation – 
quickly integrated into your 
plant documentation:

 – Assembly drawings
 – Bill of materials
 – Circuit diagrams 
(EPLAN/Promis)

 – Operating instructions for 
components
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Compact Vision System SBOx-Q

Control package CMCA for 
advanced handling systems
All in one with the CMCA, which 
is both a robotic controller and 
motor controller, complete with 
harmonised safety concept. 
It rounds off the ready-to-
install solution package for all 
advanced handling systems. This 
makes even the most complex 

handling extremely easy: you 
can get a ready-to-install system 
using just one part number. The 
system is delivered together 
with the selected kinematics and 
basic parameterisation for the 
entire system.

CMCA offers complete control 
functionality for demanding 

applications, either in a control 
cabinet or on a mounting plate.
• 3D path control, optionally 

available with integrated PLC
• Programming system CoDeSys
• Activation of up to 4 axes
• Easy integration into the 

customer’s safety hierarchy

• Standard solution at an 
attractive price

• Space-saving: 
precise fi t with the frame of 
the respective kinematics

• Complete system has a user-
friendly, low-maintenance 
design 

Supported kinematics for 
demanding and highly dynamic 
handling tasks:
 
• Tripod EXPT
• H-gantry EXCH
• T-gantry EXCT

Supported Cartesian systems for 
easier handling tasks:
 
• Three-dimensional gantries
• Cantilever gantries
• Linear gantries
• Pick & place

Features and options
• Complete system for 

immediate operation – 
plug & work®

• Pre-programmed basic projects
• Safe stop SS1 in automatic 

mode with PL “d”
• Additional digital inputs and 

outputs optional
• Protection class IP54

Teach pendant CDSA with 
teach-in function
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Ideal for automotive production: hall and robot installation plates

Welding robots and welding guns are used in body-in-white 
production. They need compressed air and cooling water for trouble-
free functioning. That is why hall installation plates (HIPs) for 
complete lines and robot installation plates (RIPs) for individual 
robots are used. They control and monitor the supply of compressed 
air and cooling water to the robots. They prevent water leaks at the 
welding guns when the welding caps are changed.

Both installation plates are 
equipped with components for 
compressed air preparation 
and monitoring, cooling water 
process valves for control, and 
sensors for monitoring the 

supply of compressed air and 
cooling water. For maintenance, 
a whole line can be switched off 
using the HIP, or individual robot 
cells can be switched off using 
the RIP.

HIP/RIP installation plates 
made to measure
• Compliance with standards 

and directives, as well as 
product releases and specifi c 
requirements in the body-in-
white environment

• Application-specifi c 
equipment: from minimal 

function requirements to 
function integration with 
process monitoring and 
diagnostic management

• Precisely adapted design
• Defi ned mechanical, 

pneumatic and electrical 
interfaces

Robot installation plate (RIP) 

Hall installation plate (HIP)
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Valve terminal cabinet 
with I/O, isolation amplifi er and 
heating, zone 2/22

Solutions for potentially explosive areas

Solenoid valve cabinet
Zone 1/21

Valve terminal housing
with intrinsically safe activation, zone 1

Service unit combination
Zone 2/22

Mounting plate
with proportional valves and electric 
pressure switches, zone 22

Electro-pneumatic control system
with many logic functions, zone 1

Valve terminal cabinet
with input level for intrinsically safe 
feedback from zone 1/21, use of control 
system in zone 2/22

Work with a 100% reliable 
partner, including for 
explosion protection. For each 
explosion-protection zone, 
Festo has suitable products 
for the complete pneumatic 
control chain. This means 
Directive 94/9/EC can be 
implemented quickly and easily. 
Comprehensive documentation 
and declarations of conformity 
on the Internet are included.
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Safety@Festo: safety-oriented solutions

Quality has many aspects at Festo, one of which is working safely 
with machines. This has given rise to our safety-oriented automation 
technology. It provides you with certainty that safety measures are 
implemented in compliance with the Machinery Directive.

On request, the ready-to-install 
solutions from Festo can also 
be integrated with all the safety 
functions necessary to comply 
with the Machinery Directive.

The safety objectives are 
achieved using various safety 
functions in the form of
• Components
• Circuits
• Engineering

Implementation of safety functions on a mounting plate with the safety 
valve for presses VOFA.Function of the mounting 

plates shown
• Reversing
• Protection against 

unexpected start-up
• Compressed air preparation 

and fi ltering in order to 
reduce common-cause 
failure (CCF) – conforms 
to DIN EN 13849-1.
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Take the fi rst step and tell us your requirements.
We will go the rest of the way together – but we will do 
the work for you.

Just contact your Festo sales engineer.
www.festo.com

A few quick and easy steps to your ready-to-install solution
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With pneumatic logic 
control

With decentralised 
control

For compressed air 
preparation and 
distribution

Comprehensive safety 
functions with valve 
terminal technology

With pneumatic multiple 
connector plate

Control cabinets for factory automation

A look at some practical applications –  
Ready-to-install solutions for all requirements
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Up to 500 valves in the 
smallest of spaces for the 
pharmaceutical industry

Control via controller and 
touch panel for water 
treatment

 Pressure control, 
electronics and valve 
technology in the 
smallest of spaces

With uninterruptible 
power supply (UPS) for 
water treatment

With compact I/O and 
compact valve terminal 
technology for power 
engineering

Control cabinets for process automation
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In specific form for the 
wood industry

Direct integration into the 
machine design

On a stainless steel 
mounting plate for the 
food industry 

For compressed air 
preparation in the 
automotive industry 

Mounting plates

With anti-static tubes 
for chip testing 
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Extremely compact 
function module thanks 
to manifold duct plate 
and integrated PCB

Modular design

Manifold duct platesProduct modules

Accurately sized to fi t the 
installation space

Service unit with 
valves

Cylinder/valve 
combination

Valve with 
pressure sensors
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Integrated valves and 
nozzles

Splash protection: 
stainless steel housing 
for valve terminal

Special housing

Housing according to 
protection class IP67

Perfectly protected 
pneumatics

Vacuum unit with 
integrated vacuum 
generator and solenoid 
valve. Pressure sensor 
on a special circuit board

Cartridge solutions
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Housing made of 
aluminium

Function blocks

Housing made of POM, 
precisely shaped

Very high component 
density

Pneumatic interfaces 
for tubeless connection 
directly to the system

Space-saving position of 
connections and contact 
strips

Profile solutions
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Your application determines the solution –
choose what you need for your application

Housing
 – Sheet steel/stainless steel/
aluminium/plastic

 – Standard sizes
 – Special sizes
 – Illuminated
 – Control cabinet colour RAL 
7035 or special colour

 – Labels

Fuses
 – Safety fuse
 – Circuit breaker

Power supply
 – 24 V DC, up to 20 A
 – 48 V DC
 – Single-phase/three-phase
 – Plug sockets

Controller
 – CMXR, CECX, FED, CPX
 – Robot control system
 – Third-party control systems
 – Up to 6 axes
 – Safety relay

Operator units
 – Mobile: teach pendant MMI, 
CDSA

 – Integration in a control cabinet: 
emergency off, key actuator, 
control elements

Wiring/tubing
 – Number of wires
 – Cross section
 – Cable harness/individual 
cables

 – Cable inscription
 – Tubing diameter
 – Tubing colour/material
 – Tubing designation

Controller
 – Servo motor
 – Stepper motor
 – DC motor

Pneumatics
 – Valves/valve terminals
 – Compressed air preparation
 – Pressure regulator
 – Sensors
 – Servopneumatics

Cooling/heating
 – Active
 – Passive

Power supply unit
 – Conversion of AC voltage/
frequency

 – Speed regulation

Design
 – Pneumatic
 – Electrical
 – Combined

Outputs
 – Pneumatic
 – Electrical
 – Multi-pin interfaces

Control cabinets
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Mounting plates

Mounting plate
 – Sheet steel/stainless steel/
aluminium/plastic

 – Individually adapted shape 
and size

 – Plate is integrated directly 
into the machine concept as 
a supporting component

 – Labelling

Compressed air preparation
 – MS series
 – D series
 – Customised configuration of 
modules

Sensors
 – Pressure
 – Flow rate
 – Item

Valves and valve terminals

Customised inscriptions

Defined interfaces for the 
machine

 – Tubing/cables in specified 
length

 – Customised coupling
 – etc.

Electrical installation
 – Implementation of electrical 
circuit diagrams in a solution

Mounting options
 – For mounting in the system

Wiring/tubing
 – Number of wires
 – Cross section
 – Cable harness/individual 
cables

 – Cable inscription

Cut-outs
 – For tubing
 – For connections
 – etc.
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Product modules

Valves and valve terminals

Other pneumatic components
 – Cylinder
 – Pressure gauge
 – Connections
 – Servopneumatics

 – Pressure regulator
 – Third-party components
 – Sensors
 – etc.

Tubing, wiring and piping
 – Number of wires
 – Cross section
 – Cable harness/individual 
cables

 – Cable inscription

Outputs
 – Pneumatic
 – Electrical
 – Multi-pin interfaces

Mounting options
 – For mounting in the system

Compressed air preparation
 – MS series
 – D series
 – Customised configuration of modules

Design conforms to:
 – EN 60204-1
 – ATEX zone 1 and 21 
(pneumatic only), ATEX 
zone 2 and 22 (electric and 
electro-pneumatic)

 – UL-508A
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Manifold duct plates

Protective cover
 – Optional

Electrical installation
 – Cabling
 – PCBs

Sensors
 – Pressure
 – Flow rate
 – Item

Manifold duct plates
 – Made from structural 
polyurethane foam

 – Variable number depending 
on the number of air ducts

Customised shape
for precise integration in the 
system

Electronics
 – Customised
 – Integrated or developed 
by Festo

Pneumatics
 – Compressed air preparation
 – Valves
 – Valve terminals
 – Pressure regulator
 – Pressure gauge

Outputs
 – Freely selectable positioning
 – Pneumatic, electrical
 – Multi-pin interfaces

Mounting options
for mounting in the system

Integration of customised 
components
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Cartridge solutions

Non-return valve
 – Integrated

Pressure regulator
 – Integrated

Fixed restrictor
 – Screw-in

Sealing of holes

Valve
 – Integrated

Housing shape
 – Can be designed 
according to installation 
space

Housing
 – Aluminium
 – Brass
 – Steel
 – POM
 – PEEK
 – PA
 – etc.

Vacuum generator
 – Integrated
 – Various sizes

Flow control valve
 – Integrated
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Function blocks

Pneumatics
 – Compressed air 
preparation

 – Valves
 – Valve terminals
 – Pressure regulator
 – Pressure gauge
 – Connections
 – Third-party components

Housing
 – Aluminium
 – Brass
 – Steel
 – POM
 – PEEK
 – PA
 – etc.

Drilled ducts
for the air flow

Pneumatic interface  
to the system

 – Customised
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Special housing

One basic solution
 – Small control cabinet
 – Variable options for integration 
on and in the system

Sheet-metal parts
 – As mounting brackets

Special housing
Customised dimensions

 – Customised shapes:
 – Flat
 – Curved
 – Rectangular
 – etc.

Material
 – Metal
 – Aluminium
 – Plastic
 – etc.

Sheet-metal construction
 – Customised dimensions
 – Customised shapes

Cut-outs
 – For tubing
 – For connections
 – etc.
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Profile solutions

Valves and valve terminals
 – Freely definable grid
 – Freely definable number

Customised pneumatic 
connection

 – Optimised for the 
machine concept

Valve terminals

Aluminium press-drawn 
profile

 – Customised shape (round, 
square, trapezoidal, etc.)

 – Customised profile cross 
sections

 – Freely definable lengths

Air ducts for distributing 
compressed air in the 
system

Profile
 – As mechanical mounting 
element for other 
components

 – As a supporting part of the 
machine frame

Modular design
 – If required

Air ducts
 – Tapping of compressed 
air at various locations
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	hinten

	{AF3BA221-0332-481D-87C5-6CF56CABA17A}: 
	{A50E9A4E-C4CA-48AD-A73D-111623C8C562}: 
	{4EDE885D-16B7-44D9-90E0-87E0961F566A}: 
	{38463B90-896F-42A5-9CC7-8B1CAD906D53}: 
	{2BE652BA-53BF-4E3D-8740-14C6282B696C}: 
	{0133B3F5-92BF-47B5-945F-200D09C98FA0}: 
	{902AD0E8-D04E-497F-9F1B-41BBF9267E0D}: 
	{16E46304-0DB1-4D43-899E-DDE788DCCB1A}: 
	{7FF8DC4E-1F81-494A-9494-29455D60C929}:  Control cabinet for a packaging machine.
	{B4B77F45-6424-4054-99CA-FBF18011A91F}: 
	{4C0A1F65-4A65-49A6-9FB5-4537E08AA92E}: 
	{E5B3F3D3-3C71-45A1-8FF9-0FC2D0E1E160}: 
	{A91AB10B-8E2A-4145-A957-3F7033492F96}: 
	{E1C0C19C-53B9-43CF-9E9B-F62C6056388D}: 
	{7BB281F5-2797-4209-B7E5-261BA4DFC535}: 
	{5F4AE1B7-EC5C-4CEA-B14E-FABD04FBE58E}: 
	{3A0362F1-C6CE-40D0-91B6-DB70FB49D9D2}: 
	{728306BE-CF5A-4F03-A607-EF98F6FC3772}:  Control cabinet for process automation – with pilot valves for control of fluids.
	{F59E4E3D-0A88-4889-B148-72D77BAEC083}: 
	{44B55EBB-EE8E-425E-8C39-75D6B933E4F4}: 
	{6216B8CF-ED55-421D-9A2F-A442B4073716}: 
	{EFB36665-9BB6-4145-B924-226CBB8E307D}: 
	{7D9758A7-493A-4929-8A6B-73B8553793E3}: 
	{42D2F164-6F49-4EC0-8FA4-A35FE0E03B31}: 
	{5FAB4E74-DAE6-46A8-AD9C-4F953FFEA710}: 
	{9D625391-198E-4835-8F4E-B94869B40A00}: 
	{4C147310-647D-4A47-95AE-46AA2FB9A062}: 
	{CBE371C0-EB2B-44E5-BBFF-DBA9420BA33D}: 
	{1F4B26B8-D047-41A0-8C02-206E4269BEBE}:  Mounting plate equipped with pneumatic and electrical components.
	{601DC701-C8AD-4FF5-B192-07CCB1D5ACE3}: 
	{BDB86989-215B-4CED-938C-A06BCF862386}: 
	{738B0396-CE08-40E1-BE05-3C34DC2381AC}: 
	{7970E657-8ACF-428C-B7E3-1640F1D11C38}: 
	{02568D4F-53E2-4F12-B13B-A1368BED592A}: 
	{203A8321-75CA-4FE1-9173-86B6C8712138}: 
	{236F8CB6-F2C3-4C7E-90BB-DFFCAD8412E9}: 
	{ECCE43E0-3713-49BC-ACAD-F19EB0330B80}: 
	{6A050703-6F44-49DB-BF52-8E7C59CB0C9F}: 
	{7DCAD410-69F8-43BC-8A89-B120A336D715}: 
	{30210873-5443-42C8-A5CC-C727482F1BB2}:  Module for pressure regulation and distribution of compressed air to individual components of a machine installation.
	{9EAF50DB-5163-4F23-BF27-0ECD984398D2}: 
	{B6A89E08-A8BF-4026-8C0B-A723A592741D}: 
	{4E18F59C-081E-4A04-91E1-C637A9260199}: 
	{9AF817B6-E5CE-4598-82B6-0731698C213D}: 
	{FCCA628C-5179-419D-AC67-9F872C05554B}: 
	{745D7150-F3AE-494B-A06D-10FA28E2F5F7}: 
	{1B5B84B2-A14E-4DDC-A023-1AAE06B67425}: 
	{A7A282FD-9882-4360-BD29-D72B262CB305}: 
	{79F5C04A-154B-4E18-9EC8-F16668FD1CD1}:  Small and compact Up to 50% less space required compared to conventional construction – by combining the pneumatic components via a manifold duct plate.
	{7A6CD588-872F-4A10-A68B-AFE90EFE3518}: 
	{AD87ADC1-2126-4D3E-9129-95FDA0A3C710}: 
	{CDC1C29D-65A2-4463-8C58-5424015F6F40}: 
	{5151EE38-D453-4654-B162-8C3D4F179AD7}: 
	{D78BC221-3DEA-47C7-A6C2-98D31C2C9E88}: 
	{FC34882B-44D3-4C0E-BF9F-8C8FA0A217F8}: 
	{47E27B86-D6AA-4020-94ED-37432591D02B}: 
	{D1893EB6-218F-4767-AE8C-DFE856080156}: 
	{27EF831C-C5CD-41F8-B490-9A0AE148B448}: 
	{949DF361-62DD-4AAA-AFD9-76EFF1465CC5}: 
	{BD70B912-DF38-4E31-9AC4-F99512A2086C}:  Perfect fit Shape, dimensions and position of ports – can be selected freely based on the application.
	{79CDCF19-8843-483A-9619-EE3BF18FF461}: 
	{FA575609-F081-4884-97CA-C220EE5A1754}: 
	{DC20529A-0B83-41AD-B365-A2135E2D52AC}: 
	{1CC99978-D0A5-4DAF-82A4-BD94536D693A}: 
	{D0A59D10-A415-4DB0-8846-65EF9AA643D5}: 
	{AF2DA228-762D-42E8-AAAD-18FBA4CB7570}: 
	{54CC925E-3C7A-4AFB-8521-30D6C3CFDB37}: 
	{CB76E67A-1C63-4F49-A864-C4DBEBBFFF2E}: 
	{8C381703-D4D9-4DE8-AE84-FC81868F4226}:  Reduced weight and number of components thanks to optimised use of material.
	{A014F4C7-3EC0-485B-A22C-14D8324BCD1B}: 
	{8AD4566D-6EAD-4C0D-95F9-9F3AE2766F99}: 
	{02BA4B1B-CDAF-4F6F-9836-F1C5A585603F}: 
	{52870B67-FE55-4469-AC92-FA997CC796E8}: 
	{4FB00834-E6F0-4A03-9AED-B67D8239B913}: 
	{AC2450CB-71A1-4D66-808F-6390A3D22819}: 
	{451D289D-9476-4F17-8347-C57DAABC4465}: 
	{5DF0B1F4-E6D7-4693-8EE5-9B88AE58356B}:  Suitable and compact Perfect wherever only a small number of components are to be installed in a small installation space.
	{9B26C135-ADA7-4B5D-B2C5-05F3DB659D4F}: 
	{2728F893-9546-410F-AF68-F4503A257918}: 
	{EC4D90B9-C5F7-4715-BF31-6468A5F9682D}: 
	{BB635BA9-CE38-4C30-9545-E7CF363F970A}: 
	{21D8F13B-17C2-489C-9152-94C39A01039C}: 
	{62E9551A-D953-4C63-BA55-81B801A55408}: 
	{0F583B81-2453-4AA1-A8EC-F6217F99AA17}: 
	{67A71164-3410-47CB-BE24-36476D3B3716}: 
	{D7BEFACF-3654-49B3-8B57-D47F38600558}:  Adaptation of the valve terminal concept to the machine’s design by distributing compressed air via integrated ducts.


